


The shirt fabric that resists stains and perspiration



Stain resistance

The fabric’s resistance to spots works for all liquids (wine, coffee, sauces)



Résiste aux taches

Is it impossible to stain the fabric?
The fabric is "resistant" which means it avoids stains up to a certain point. If you rub the liquid into the fabric or if
you pour liquid on the fabric with pressure for a certain time, a stain can end up forming itself.
We have chosen not to make the fabric liquid-proof because you have to be able to machine wash it.

How can a spot be removed?
If you get a spot on your garment, pour water on it to remove it but don’t rub it. The fabric’s resistance to spots
works for all liquids (wine, coffee, sauces).

Is it as efficient for dark spots like chocolate?
As long as the spot is liquid it can be rinced with water, no matter what color it is.

What happens when the spot isn’t liquid?
If the spot isn’t liquid, there is no guarantee that the fabric’s patented qualities will work. However spots
caused by semi-liquids such as ketchup, honey or chocolate can generally be removed by pouring a lot of water
on them.



Resistance to perspiration

Fabric prevent underarm rings and the odors often associated with them



Resistance to perspiration

Will sweat rings form?
The fabric is breathable, it strongly diminishes rings, outside of specific medical situations or extreme
conditions. If a ring does form it can rapidly disappear without leaving an odor if you go to a cool, dry 
place.

Does the fabric prevent the wearer from perspiring?
No, the fabric does not react on your body. However, it helps limit sweat rings and odors.

Can I wear a garment in INDUO® fabric to go to work on a bicycle?
INDUO® fabric was conceived for everyday garments. It cannot replace a sport T-shirt.. 

What about odors?
Perspiration odors don’t come from sweat but from bacteria. These develop when perspiration 
stagnates. INDUO® prevents perspiration from being absorbed and stored in the fabric’s fibers. Thus you 
will avoid unpleasant odors.



How does it works ?

This is a patented technology.  INDUO® fabric is made of cotton. Its special properties can be
explained by the combination of two qualities:

REPELLENT BREATHABLE

The fabric is hydrophobic and lipophobic
and thus repels liquids

The cotton helps disperse perspiration to 
prevent underarm rings and the odors

often associated with them



Amazingly, these characteristics change nothing in the fabric’s hand 
and actually make it more appealing to the touch



Technical sheet

WHITE

§ Composition:	100%	cotton

§ Structure:	twill

§ Thread	count	warp (Ne):	100/2

§ Season:	4	seasons

§ Care:	machine	wash

INDUO® PREMIUM

AZURE	BLUE

DUSK	BLUE GRAPHIC	BLUE



Technical sheet

§ Composition:	98%	cotton +	2%	lycra

§ Structure:	twill

§ Thread	count	warp (Ne):	100/2

§ Season:	4	seasons

§ Care:	machine	wash

INDUO® PREMIUM STRETCH

Its 2%	lycra	make it possible	to	wear	adjusted fits with a	great freedom of	movement.

WHITE	STRETCH AIR	BLUE	STRETCH

CELESTIAL	BLUE	STRETCH OCEAN	BLUE	STRETCH



JUST ADD WATER

Care

To ease ironing
Spray a generous amount of water before
proceeding to smooth wrinkles with your iron

To remove stains
Pour water on the fabric until you remove
liquid stains from its surface



Demo shop

Leave the box open at night to allow it to dry

Vidéo	en	cours	de	création



Questions

What should I	do	if	a	client	ask a	question	I	do	not	have	the	answer to?
You	can redirect them to	the	website www.induo.co.uk or	look	up	the	answer yourself in	the	FAQ	section	
(www.induo.co.uk/faq)

Que	faire	si un	client	qui	a	acheté une chemise	en tissu INDUO®	cherche à retourner sa chemise	parce qu’il
est mécontent des	propriétés du	tissu ?
INDUO®	created	a	guarantee	on	the	fabric: www.induo.co.uk/guarantee

Please write down	the	contact	details (name,	phone	and	email)	of	the	client	and	the	reason for	returning
the	product.	Then send this to contact@induo.fr.	We will get in	touch with the	client	within the	next 72H.



For any question please visit our website or 
contact us! 


